
Finding and reviewing target portfolios for 
acquisition or licensing



Agenda

01 Finding Targets
How Cipher can be used to find targets for acquisition or 
licensing

02 Verify and compare your Target in context to others
How Cipher can be used to verify and compare portfolios already 
found to the following portfolios:

• Suggestions for similar portfolios

• Known competitors

• Your own portfolio

03 Combine your portfolio with your acquisition target
Combining portfolios allows you to visualise the impact of the 
acquired assets to your own, in comparison to other options for 
acquisitions so you can answer questions such as ‘which has the 
most impact?’
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Target Finding
How Cipher can be used to find targets for 

acquisition or licensing
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Finding Targets  for  acquisit ion or  l icensing
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Run a Landscape report with that classifier 
to discover all acquisition targets globally. 

Build and train a classifier in the technology 
area you want to review

Filter to Universities & Academic Institutes 
to look for early partnering/licensing  
opportunities

Review and compare target portfolios 
based on strength, size, trends, age, cost 
and more.



Classif ier  build process

CIPHER TEAM 
BUILDS

CIPHER TEAM 
REFINES

CUSTOMER 
PROVIDES SCOPE

CUSTOMER REVIEW 
FEEDBACK

COMPLETED 
DELIVERY

• Define taxonomy

• Stipulate scope: 

• Provide sample of +tive and –tive patents

Client Input:

• Give feedback on initial results

• Review borderline results 

• Provide guidance on difficult cases

Client Input:
• Review final results

Client Input:



Run your Technology Landscape Report
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Step 1
Why should I start with a landscape report to find targets for 
acquisition or licensing?

By running a landscape report, you’re finding all owners of patent 
families within a technology space globally. You can then review 
charts within that report to not only find potential targets but to 
understand their portfolio in context versus others in the tech area. 
We have created a preselected chart set called ’target finding’ to 
review some of the metrics listed here:

• Who owns the most patents in the tech area

• Owners of strongest patents within the tech space, based on PVIX 
score

• Click through to these assets to review foundational patent 
families

• Who’s portfolio is growing or reducing in size whether this relate 
to the active, or granted part of their portfolio

Step 2



Portfolio Size
Active patent families, by organisation
Currently active patent families (granted or pending) by 
organisation.

Findings
One of my targets that I had already found prior to running the 
landscape report, Sonavation, do not feature in the top owning 
organisations or fingerprint scanning patents. Fingerprint Cards AB 
and Egis Technology might be companies to look at in more detail 
however. I can click into the data of this chart to review the list of 
active assets that these organisations own in the area of 
Fingerprint Scanning.

Chart link: https://app.cipher.ai/goto/aff08/g/U3oWO/d/s7twA
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01 |  Who owns the most in  this  technology area?

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/aff08/g/U3oWO/d/s7twA


02 |  Who owns the strongest  patents  in  the tech 
space?
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PVIX
Average PVIX, by Organisation
The average PVIX score illustrating portfolio strength, split 
by organisation. The average score is across size and 
strength in order to enable a direct comparison by 
organisation.

PVIX is a measure of strength given to granted patent families 
with at least one forward citation, and is a score between 0 and 
100 and measures strength based on geography and citations.

Sonavation is a company that I’m interested in, and if I click into 
the data point of the chart I can review the patent families in the 
portfolio that make up the relatively high average strength 
score that we see in this chart. 

Findings
Whilst Sonavation score quite highly in terms of PVIX in the area 
Fingerprint scanning, this chart doesn’t tell me whether they 
own 2 high scoring patent families or 222. Lets take a closer 
look.

Chart link: https://app.cipher.ai/goto/478b3/g/CcIql/d/YaMNm

The average PVIX score illustrating portfolio strength, split by organisation. The average score is across size 
and strength in order to enable a direct comparison by organisation.

Average PVIX, by organisation

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/478b3/g/CcIql/d/YaMNm


03 |  Who owns the strongest,  most s izeable portfol io  
in  the tech space?
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PVIX
Average PVIX, by Organisation and size
The size comparison charts break apart the number of 
granted families an organisation has, and the strength 
(average PVIX score).

In this chart, I’ve chosen to see the top 20 largest fingerprint 
scanning portfolios and their relative average PVIX strength 
scores. In the last chart we saw the highest average PVIX scores 
overall, and it turns out that those organisations had relatively 
small portfolios in fingerprint scanning.  

Findings
Whilst Sonavation score quite highly in terms of PVIX in the 
entire landscape report looking at Fingerprint scanning, their 
portfolio is also very small. In this chart I’ve noticed another 
target for acquisition who was on my radar . I can see that 
Fingerprint Cards not only have a relative high strength score, 
their portfolio is quite large too. Egis technology do not score as 
highly on strength but their portfolio is a similar size to 
Fingerprint Cards.

Chart link: https://app.cipher.ai/goto/7196a/g/CcIql/d/cDCBY

The average PVIX score by organisation and size. The size comparison charts break apart the number of 
granted families an organisation has, and the strength (average PVIX score).

Average PVIX, by organisation & size

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/7196a/g/CcIql/d/cDCBY
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Patent Family List View
You can click through from any chart in Cipher, to review the 
underlying data.

Here we’ve clicked through from Fingerprint Cards granted assets 
with a PVIX strength score (from the PVIX by org and size chart) to 
review the families to answers:
• What do Fingerprint Cards own in this technology area?
• Rank their families by strength score high to low to review 

more foundational inventions
• All the numbers in the charts in Cipher are clickable. You may 

then wish to run a new report on the target to review their 
whole portfolio, not just those families in the tech area of the 
landscape report.

04 |  Reviewing an organisation’s  assets
Do we understand what these are?
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Patent Family List View and Exports
You can export data from the patent family list view in Cipher, to 
csv or excel if you wish to review or share the list view 
information outside of Cipher. (You can also share the entire 
Cipher report via an email address). 

Here we’ve clicked through from Fingerprint Cards AB’s portfolio 
in one of the Cipher Charts to review the individual PVIX score 
per patent family. You can add or remove columns in this view 
by selecting the columns drop down menu and making your 
selections such as PVIX, forward citations, cost, expiry date, 
publication date, pending/granted territories.

If you wish to export this information, select options in the top 
right, and download as CSV or excel. 

04 |  Reviewing your target  organisation’s  assets
How can I  export  this  information?
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Portfolio Trends
Granted Patent families by organisation and year
Count of patent families that are granted in each 
year. A family is counted each year it remains alive 
from its grant year.

This chart can tell us if a target’s granted portfolio is 
increasing or decreasing within the specific 
technology area. I selected the top 20 organisations 
in the last chart we looked at – high PVIX score and 
large size of portfolio so that I could review the trends 
data amongst them.

Findings

I have highlighted certain companies of interest in this 
chart to review the trends lines. Here we can see that 
Fingerprint card’s portfolio has grown rapidly since 
2015 whereas Egis Technology’s has increased in size 
but not at the same rate, and their granted assets 
aren’t as sizeable as Fingerprint Cards. 
Chart Link: 
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/e9cbe/g/j7Fqb/d/OY4yA

05 |  What are the trends over t ime?

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/e9cbe/g/j7Fqb/d/OY4yA


06 |  Fi lter  to Universit ies  & Academic Institutes
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Step 1
Filter to Universities & Academic Institutes in your landscape 
report to look for acquisition targets, licensing and partnering 
opportunities
Once you’ve run the landscape report, click into the patent family list 
view icon in the top left of your report. 

Then filter the results to academic institutes by adding the search 
term - Owner:(Univ* OR Acad* OR institu* OR school* OR college* OR 
ecole*). 

Select return and select to ‘cluster this list’. You can then review all of 
the same metrics and review individual patent data to look for 
potential targets amongst Universities and academic institutes 
owning Fingerprint Scanning patents.

Report Link: https://app.cipher.ai/report/67fd8b67b7

Step 2

Step 3

https://app.cipher.ai/report/67fd8b67b7
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Verifying and 
compare your 

Target in context to 
others

How Cipher can be used to verify and compare 
portfolios already found to:

suggestions for similar portfolios; to 
competitors; your own portfolio

02



Reviewing Targets  already found
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Run a new report on your selected target, 
and compare to your own portfolio

Run a new report on your selected target, and 
compare to relevant competitors you’re already 
aware of

Run a new report on your selected target, 
and find organisations with a similar 

portfolio to understand your target in 
context

Cluster those patents to review technology 
areas of the whole target portfolio



01 |  Understand your target’s  portfol io  in  context
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Step 1
Why should I start with a new report to review my target against 
similar portfolios?

By running a report from the new report tile, you’re able to select 
your target organisation and compare to any number of other 
organisations of interest. In this example we look for organisations 
with a similar portfolio to your target based on links in citations 
between the assets. You need to be sure you have the right target. 
You’re considering an acquisition and ask ‘how do we know these are 
the companies we should be looking at?’. A Cipher report will identify 
other similar companies, and there are instances where our clients 
have bought one of the companies Cipher identified. 
• Step 1 – Click the New report tile.

• Step 2 – Type in the target organisation name. Select the tick to 
add the portfolio to your report. Then select the magnifying glass 
to the right of the org name to find similar portfolios.

• Step 3 - Organisations with a similar portfolio (based on 
citations) to the target portfolio will then appear. This helps you 
to uncover unknown organisations with patents in the same tech 
space. On further review of this report you may find a more 
suitable target.

Step 2

Step 3



02 |  Grouping the target  portfol io
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Step 4How can I categorise the target’s portfolio?

In Cipher you can group the target portfolio into technology 
clusters and see how other companies compare to that. Cipher 
clustering looks for similarities in the patents based on title, 
abstract, citations and CPC codes to group into these clusters. 

Step 4 – Select ‘next’ to run your report. 

(NB Ensure you don’t apply any classifiers to your report to 
select your clustering options in the next window.) 

Step 5 - Select your target portfolio to cluster their assets first, to 
see how the others read onto ‘Target Corps’ technologies.

Step 6 – Review the charts and metrics in Cipher to review the 
portfolios in the same way we did in part one of this guide.

Step 5



03 |  Run your target’s  portfol io  against  
known competitors
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Step 1
Why should I start with a new report to review my target 
against known competitors?

By running a report from the new report tile, you’re able to 
select your target organisation and compare to any number of 
other organisations of interest including known competitors. 
This is useful to understand where your targets portfolio fits in 
against known competitors which you may already be reviewing 
in your Cipher competitor intelligence reports.

• Step 1 – Click the New report tile.

• Step 2 – Type in the target organisation name. Select the 
tick to add the portfolio to your report. 

• Step 3 – Continue to type and add in the known competitors 
to your report, or add them automatically from an 
organisation set that you’ve already created. Find out more 
here. Select next to run report and choose your clustering 
options.

Step 2

Step 3

https://support.cipher.ai/en/articles/3685060-cipher-organisation-sets
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Step 1
How can I compare the target portfolio to mine to see how it 
compares?

In Cipher you can group your own portfolio into technology 
clusters and see how your target compares to yours. Cipher 
clustering looks for similarities in the patents but in this instance 
we will cluster your portfolio first, and see how the target 
compares to your technologies.

Step 1 - To achieve this type of report, start with the new report 
tile.

Step 2 – Don’t apply any classifiers to your report to select your 
clustering options. Select your portfolio to cluster your assets 
first (Company X), to see how the target reads onto your  
technologies.

Step 3 – You can review all of the chart metrics in Cipher to 
compare age, size, strength and cost including others. You can 
even review the litigation/risk of the target portfolio.

Step 2

04 |  Run your target’s  portfol io  against  
your portfol io
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Combine your 
portfolio with your 
acquisition target

Combining portfolios allows you to visualise the 
impact of the acquired assets to your own, in 

comparison to other options for acquisition, so 
you can answer questions such as ‘which 

acquisition has the most impact on my 
portfolio?’

03



Combine your portfol io  with your acquisit ion target
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Run a new report to combine multiple 
target portfolios to your own

Once you’ve decided on your target, cluster 
their portfolio to yours to see technology 
areas that your portfolio will grow in

Evaluate how an acquisition will impact 
your overall position

Include ‘unrelated’ to the report and 
Cluster those patents which are new for 
your business



01 |  Reviewing your target  organisation’s  assets
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Take it one step further

There is also an option to combine portfolios in Cipher. This would 
allow you to see what your portfolio combined with another would 
look like instead of imagining the combined portfolio. 

Step 1 – Start with the new report tile.

Step 2 - Search for your organisation. In this example, I am BOE 
Technology. When selecting the organisation by selecting the tick,          
hold down shift. This gives you the option to combine portfolios.

Step 3 – Next, search for the portfolio you would like to combine with 
BOE and select the tick to add them. Then give the combination an 
appropriate name. Click Add. 

The combined portfolios will now be treated as one in your 
Cipher report.

You can add more organisations or more combined organisations 
and run the report as usual. It is useful to add your portfolio on its 
own to the report, to compare to your existing position.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Handy Hint: When you do this type of 
comparison, it can also be for a set of 
assets rather than a whole portfolio. You 
may have a set of patents to upload or 
would like to focus in on a portion of a 
portfolio. Contact a member of the 
support@cipher.ai team to learn more.

mailto:support@cipher.ai


02 |  How do the target  portfol ios  impact strength
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Take it one step further
The combined portfolio ‘BOE + Fingerprint 
Cards’ has the biggest impact on strength 
compared to the other target organisations 
and would impact the size of the portfolio 
the most. 

Here is an example of what such a report can look 
like: 
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/93b6b/g/CcIql/d/cDCB
Y

The average PVIX score by organisation and size. The size comparison charts break apart the number of 
granted families an organisation has, and the strength (average PVIX score).

Average PVIX, by organisation and size

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/93b6b/g/CcIql/d/cDCBY


03 |  How do the target  portfol ios  impact granted 
assets
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Take it one step further
The combined portfolio ‘BOE + Fingerprint 
Cards’ also has the biggest impact on the 
number of granted fingerprint assets in the 
combined portfolio to BOE. Fingerprint 
Cards would add over 100 granted assets to 
the BOE portfolio in this area which 
currently stands at 277.

Chart Link: 
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/93b6b/g/U3oWO/
d/38IGC

Currently granted patent families by organisation.

Granted Families, by organisation

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/93b6b/g/U3oWO/d/38IGC


04 |  What territory protection do the target portfol ios  
offer
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Take it one step further
The combined ‘BOE + Fingerprint Cards’ 
portfolio offers a wider geographical 
coverage however this also likely means 
that Fingerprint cards are spending more 
on their portfolio than the others. I can 
easily review the detail on spend per 
portfolio by accessing the cost charts in 
Cipher.

Chart Link: 
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/33368/g/5zXrl/d/A
Wdmd

Families with Grants, by country and org

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/33368/g/5zXrl/d/AWdmd


05 |  What is  the average yearly cost  of  the combined 
portfol ios?
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Take it one step further
The combined ‘BOE + Fingerprint Cards’ portfolio 
presents the highest average yearly cost, however if we 
look back at the increase in granted assets for 
Fingerprints Cards in the last three years we can see a 
sharp increase. This would incur high prosecution costs.

You can see how Cipher allows you to not only review a 
portfolio in context and gain a more rounded view, but 
also allows you to understand the impact on your own 
portfolio.

Average cost Chart Link: 
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/3a38f/g/selected/d/XR08r

Trends - Granted families Chart Link: 
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/3a38f/g/j7Fqb/d/OY4yA

Three year average cost, by org and 
technology

Granted families, by org and year

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/3a38f/g/selected/d/XR08r
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/3a38f/g/j7Fqb/d/OY4yA
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Step 1
How can I compare the target portfolio to mine to see how it 
compares to my current technology areas?

In Cipher you can group your own portfolio into technology 
clusters and see how your target compares to yours. Cipher 
clustering looks for similarities in the patents but in this instance 
we will cluster your portfolio first, and see how the target 
compares to your technologies.

Step 1 - To achieve this type of report, start with the new report 
tile.

Step 2 – Don’t apply any classifiers to your report to select your 
clustering options. Select your portfolio to cluster your assets 
first (BOE Tech), to see how the target reads onto your  
technologies.

Step 3 - See how your target compares to your portfolio and 
your technology areas.

Step 2

06 |  Run your target’s  portfol io  against  
your portfol io

Step 3



07 |  Review technology areas that  your portfol io  wil l  
grow in
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Cipher clustering
By clustering the BOE portfolio first and seeing how 
Fingerprint Cards reads onto this, tells you where Fingerprint 
Cards will supplement the overall BOE portfolio as defined by 
your technology clusters. 

BOE have a significant portfolio size, however if you looked 
after a particular part of the BOE portfolio, you could generate 
a report just for the assets you’re interest in (for example, a 
patent upload) to perform the same comparison as you see 
here but at a more granular level.

Chart Link: 
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/171bc/g/U3oWO/d/P11hY

Active families, by org and tech

BOE technology groups

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/171bc/g/U3oWO/d/P11hY
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08 |  Review technology areas of  your target,  that  are 
new to your business

Cipher clustering
By clustering the BOE portfolio first and seeing how 
Fingerprint Cards reads onto this, it also results in the creation 
of an ‘unrelated’ group. This means ‘what patent families do 
Fingerprint Cards have, that are unrelated to your technology 
clusters?’. It essentially shows you any assets that would be 
new to your business through an acquisition of the whole 
Fingerprint Cards portfolio.

You can click into the ‘60 families’ here to understand in more 
detail what they are.  Go to slide 11 to see how you can also 
generate a new clustered report from this list of 60 assets to 
learn more about them.

Chart Link: 
https://app.cipher.ai/goto/9a6a6/g/U3oWO/d/P11hY

Active families, by org and tech

Fingerprint Cards assets unrelated to BOE technology groups

https://app.cipher.ai/goto/9a6a6/g/U3oWO/d/P11hY



